Let S be a real linear space (=vector space). Let Sa be the linear space of all linear functionals on S (not just continuous ones even if S is topological). Let 86{Sa, S) or @{S) denote the smallest a-algebra of subsets of Sa such that the evaluation x -> x(s) is measurable for each s e S. We define a random linear functional (r.l.f.) over S as a probability measure P on &(S), or more formally as the pair (Sa, P).
Let S be a real linear space (=vector space). Let Sa be the linear space of all linear functionals on S (not just continuous ones even if S is topological). Let 86{Sa, S) or @{S) denote the smallest a-algebra of subsets of Sa such that the evaluation x -> x(s) is measurable for each s e S. We define a random linear functional (r.l.f.) over S as a probability measure P on &(S), or more formally as the pair (Sa, P).
In the cases we consider, S is generally infinite-dimensional, and in some ways Sa is too large for convenient handling. Various alternate characterizations of r.l.f.'s are useful and will be discussed in §1 below.
If 7 is a topological linear space let 7" be the topological dual space of all continuous linear functions on T. If 7" = S, then a random linear functional over S defines a " weak distribution " on 7 in the sense of I. E. Segal [23] . See the discussion of "semimeasures" in §1 below for the relevant construction.
A central question about an r.l.f. (Sa, P), supposing S is a topological linear space, is whether P gives outer measure 1 to S'. Then we call the r.l.f. canonical, and as is well known P can be restricted to S' suitably (cf. 2.3 below).
For simplicity, suppose that for each s e S, j x(s)2 dP(x) <oo. Let C(s)(x) = x(s). Then C is a linear operator from S into the Hilbert space L\Sa, P). One seeks conditions on this operator to make the r.l.f. canonical.
If S itself is a Hilbert space, the fundamental theorem of Sazonov [22] and associated results due to Minlos [20] and others assert that it is sufficient for C to be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and that this result is the best possible. If S is a Banach space, it is sufficient for C to be nuclear in the sense of Grothendieck [15] ; see 8.5 below. The conjecture that it would suffice for C*C to be nuclear, as if S is Hilbert, is not true even in the Gaussian (mean 0) case, where J" eix{s) dP(x) = e~Q(-s), Q being a nonnegative definite quadratic form on the Banach space S; see the end of §6 below.
In another paper [8] , I have, in effect, studied conditions for a Gaussian r.l.f. over a Banach space to be canonical. It appears that the relevant conditions concern the "size" of C(M), where M is the unit ball of S. Here the size may be measured by £-entropy or by volumes of finite-dimensional projections. Conditions like nuclearity of C seem poorly adapted to give precise results here since they measure the size of C(M) only in certain rather arbitrary directions. 0. Terminology for topological vector spaces. We collect here for easier reference some definitions (most of them in standard use) concerning topological vector spaces.
A topological vector space S is called separated if, equivalently, its topology is Tx or Hausdorff or its uniformity is separated. A set B<= S is called bounded if for every neighborhood U of 0 in S there is an a>0 such that afic [/. it is easily seen that the closure of a bounded set is bounded.
Let S" be the topological dual space of S. The weak topology w(S, S") on S is the topology of convergence for each fixed element of S'. Symmetrically the weak-star topology w(S', S) on S' is the topology of pointwise convergence on S. The strong topology on S' is the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets of S.
A set fics is called a barrel if it is closed, convex, symmetric, and absorbing, i.e. for each x e S, ax e B for some a > 0. If every barrel is a neighborhood of 0, S is called barreled (tonnele).
If 15^/? < oo, /" denotes the Banach space with norm || • ||p of all sequences i of real numbers such that IIWII? = 2 Klp < °°- A measure space is a pair (Q, Q) where Q is a countably additive nonnegative measure on some a-ring of subsets of the set Ü.. It is a probability space if Ö(0)= 1. &(Q) denotes the linear space of measurable real-valued functions on Q modulo functions vanishing g-almost everywhere. On ^(Q) we put the topology 3~(Q) of convergence in measure on all sets of finite measure. If Q(Q) is defined and finite, as usually holds in this paper, then $~(Q) is metrizable and complete, e.g. for the metric
is usually not locally convex; if e.g. Q is Lebesgue measure on the unit interval [0, 1], the only convex sets in ^~(Q) are the empty set and the whole space Let S be a real linear space. For any xx,..., xn in S and any Borel set B in w-dimensional Cartesian space Rn, let S°(xu ..., xn; B) = {y e Sa : <j(xx),..., y(xn)) e B}.
A set of this form will be called a cylinder set in Sa, based on the finite-dimensional subspace of S spanned by the xt. The class of all cylinder sets forms a Boolean algebra, and the set of those based on a fixed finite-dimensional subspace forms a CT-algebra.
If for j=l,2,L( are linear maps from S into spaces ^(Pi) over probability spaces (0-j, Pt), we shall say Lx and L2 are equivalent, Lx xL2, if for any positive integer n, elements xu .. .,xn of S, and Borel set B<=Rn, the probabilities Pi«.Li(x1),...,Li(xn)}eB) are equal for i= 1, 2. This is clearly an equivalence relation.
Given an r.l.f. P over S, we define its characteristic function (ch.f.) x on S by x(s) = f ems) dP(y).
Js"
For each n, and xu ..., xn e S, we have a Borel measure /li(x1; ..., xn)(-) on Rn defined by (1.1) tixi, ■ ■ -,xn)(B) = P(S%Xl, ...,xn; B)).
For any finite-dimensional subspace F of S, there is a natural map of 5a onto Fa by restriction; we call it ttsf. Then we obtain a measure
Given a linear subspace T of Sa, nSF maps Jonto Fa for every finite-dimensional subspace F of S if and only if S and Tare paired (in duality), i.e. T separates points of S. (See §3 for a further discussion of paired linear spaces.) If so then by cylinder sets in T we shall mean sets A nT where A is a cylinder set in Sa. Then we define a semimeasure g on T as a finitely additive probability measure on the algebra of cylinder sets in T which is countably additive on the cylinder sets based on each fixed finite-dimensional subspace of S. A r.l.f. P defines a semimeasure Q by (1.3) P(A) = Q(A n T) for each cylinder set A <= Sa.
We list various known characterizations of random linear functionals ([6],
Cartier [4] , Bochner [26] , Getoor [13] ).
(1.4) Theorem. Let S be a real linear space. Then a complex-valued function \ on S is the ch.f. of an r.l.f. if and only if it is positive definite, continuous on finitedimensional subspaces, and x(0) = 1.
Given for each Borel probability measure /x(x1;..., xn)(-) on Rn, the MX-) belong to an r.l.f. Pby(l.\) if and only if Sa(Xl,...,xn;B) = Sa(yi,...,ym;C) always implies fi(xltxn)(B) = n(yu ym)(C)._ Given a Borel probability measure PF on Fa for each finite-dimensional linear subspace F of S, the PF belong to an r.l.f. P by (1.2) if and only if F^G implies PF=PG°*5l
If S and T are paired then (1.3) defines a 1-1 correspondence between r.l.f.'s P over S and semimeasures Q on T.
Given an r.l.f. P over S, the map j->(-)(j) is linear from S intoß^^P). Conversely, every linear map from S into an tF{Px),for any probability measure Pu is equivalent to one defined by an r.l.f. in the given way.
We can say informally that an r.l.f. corresponds to an equivalence class of linear maps of S into spaces ^(P), but this raises set-theoretic problems since the entire equivalence class may be a proper class, not a set.
A linear map from S into an &(P) will be called a version of the corresponding (equivalent) r.l.f. There always exist versions for which P is complete, i.e. B^A and P(A)=0 imply P(B) = 0.
2. Continuity of r.l.f.'s. If S is a topological linear space, L is linear from S into some ^(P), and LxM, then clearly L is continuous (resp. sequentially continuous) for 3~{P) if and only if M is likewise. If so, the r.l.f. defined by L will be called continuous (resp. sequentially continuous).
Let X be a topological space and let ^(X) be the set of probability measures in X on the Borel o-algebra generated by the open sets. Let TW* be the weak-star topology on ^(X), i.e. the weakest topology such that ix -> jf dp is continuous for each f in %(X), the space of bounded continuous real-valued functions on X. If X is metrizable and separable then TW* on 3P{X) is metrizable (Varadarajan [25, Corollary, p. 177, Theorem 2.13, p. 188]). The following is largely known (cf. e.g. [24] ): Thus Here for sequences we can apply P. Levy's continuity theorem [19, p. 191 , B], finishing the proof for sequential continuity. For topological continuity another method is needed (we shall show after finishing the proof that the Levy continuity theorem fails for nets).
Let d metrize TW* on 3P{R). For /x in 0»{R) let/be its ch.f.
f(t) = je<*Wx). where/" is the ch.f. of fi(v). Thus d(8, n(v)) < a and (II) holds.
Clearly continuity implies sequential continuity. (Examples showing that sequential continuity is strictly weaker will be given in Theorem 4.5 below.) The proof is complete.
To see that the Levy continuity theorem need not hold for nets we use the following known fact. 
p. 75]):
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It is clear that any canonical r.l.f. is sequentially continuous, but note that a pointwise convergent net of measurable functions need not converge in probability. It is well known that a continuous r.l.f. need not be canonical (cf. §4 below).
Here is an example of a canonical r.l.f. which is not continuous. Let X be the space of all countable ordinals with the order topology. Let S be the linear space of all continuous real-valued functions on X. We give 5 the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of X. Each element of 5" is given by a finite, signed, regular Borel measure on X, concentrated in some countable, compact subset.
For each /in S there is an a e A' such that f(ß) has the same value, say E(f), for allß^a (see e.g. Dugundji [9, III.8.7, p. 81]). £ is a discontinuous linear functional on S. Let P be the probability measure on 3S(S) in Sa denned by a unit point mass at E. Then the r.l.f. P is not continuous.
To show that P is canonical, suppose S'<=A e 38(S). Then A is in the tr-algebra generated by countably many cylinder sets, based on finite-dimensional subspaces spanned by countably many functions fn, n = 1, 2,_There is a countable ordinal a such that ß^a implies fn{ß)=fn(a) for all n. Let Q be a unit point mass at a. Then QeA, and Q(fn) = E(fn) for all n, so E e A and P(A)= 1, as desired.
3. Weak topologies. An important class of topologies on linear spaces is the set of "weak" topologies induced by sets of linear functionals. It may, however, be argued that weak convergence of sequences is reasonable while weak convergence of nets is too weak for most purposes. We shall show that r.l.f.'s which are continuous for weak topologies are nearly concentrated in finite-dimensional subspaces. (Both J. Feldman and L. LeCam obtained independent, unpublished proofs of this.) These r.l.f.'s are thus seen to be a very narrow and rather uninteresting class. Later we shall see that weakly sequentially continuous r.l.f.'s are a much more ample class.
We call linear spaces S and E paired if we are given a bilinear function (•, •) from S x E to the real numbers, which separates points of S and of E, i.e. the maps s -> (s, •) from S into E" and e -> (•, e) from E into 5 a are one-to-one.
For any subset A of S we let A1 = {e e E : (x, e) = 0 for all x in A}, and likewise we define BL, B<=-E. Given S and E paired, let w(S, E) be the weakest topology on S for which each (•, e), e e E, is continuous. Then (S, w{S, E)) is a separated topological linear space.
(3.1) Theorem. Suppose S and E are paired real linear spaces. Let P be an r.l.f. over S. Then the r.l.f. is continuous on S for w(S, E) if and only if there are finitedimensional subspaces En of E such that P*(En) f 1.
Proof. Suppose the r.l.f. is continuous for w(S, E). Then, given e>0, there are eu ..., em in E such that if \(x, ej)\<l,j=l,...,m, then P(feSa : \f(x)\ >e)<e. ThenP^)^ 1 -e, and if b^c, H0 n HC = ZL. The uncountably many sets Hb~Zl are disjoint. Thus for some b, P(//"~Z1) = 0 so P(Z1)^ l-e. Hence PiX1)^ l-e whenever X^F1 and X is finite, hence also if A" is countable.
Now we prove that P*(F)^ 1 -e. Suppose not, so that for some A in SS{Sa, 5), disjoint from F, P(A) > e. The set A is in the a-algebra generated by countably many sets {/: f(x,) e Bjr}, where x,-e S and Bjr are Borel sets in the real line. Since this (T-algebra depends only on the (algebraic) linear span of the xh and F1 has finite codimension, we may assume that x±,..., xk are linearly independent of each other and of FL while x, e F1 for j>k.
Let Q be the mapping of Sa into the set Ra of all sequences of real numbers defined by Q(f) = {f{x,)}. Then A = Q~\B) for some set B=Q(A)^R0>. Since Conversely suppose £>0 and F is a finite-dimensional subspace of E with P*(F)£l-e/2. We regard £ as a subset of Sa, with (s,f)=f(s),feSa. Let eu ..., en be a basis of F and for x e S let
If not, let (3.2) fail for x=xk, \\xk\\F< l/k, k=l,2, -Then if -\(xk,f)\ < e for k large enough} is measurable and includes F. Hence its probability is at least 1 -e/2, so for some m, P{f-\(xk,f)\ < e for all m}> l-E, contradicting falsity of (3.2) and thus proving w(S, E) continuity of the r.l.f.
P. Q.E.D. 
continuous for a weak topology w(S, E) on S is canonical for w(S, E).
If S is e.g. an infinite-dimensional Banach space and E is its dual space, then S and E are paired and the topological dual space of (S, w(S, E)) is E so "canonical" means the same for w(S, E) as for the norm topology. It is easy to construct canonical r.l.f.'s over S which are not w(S, E) continuous. This reverses the situation for metrizable topologies on S, where a canonical r.l.f. is always continuous but not vice versa (see the next section).
If S is a topological linear space, then S and S' need not be paired if S is not locally convex or not separated. However, we have in general (3.4) Corollary.
An r.l.f. over S continuous for w(S, S') is canonical.
Proof. Let T=(S')lc^S. Then the quotient linear space S/T and 5" are paired. If x is the ch.f. of the r.l.f. on S, w(S, S') continuity implies that x is constant on each coset of T and hence naturally defines an r.l.f. over S/T, continuous for w(S/T, S'). This r.l.f. is canonical by Corollary 3.3, and hence so is the original one over S. Q.E.D.
A weakly sequentially continuous r.l.f. over S also defines naturally an r.l.f. on S/(S')L. The following implications between continuity properties of r.l.f.'s over a general topological linear space S have now been proved or are obvious, where "w.s.c." stands for "weakly sequentially continuous," etc.:
Now for some S>0, (3.2) P({f-!(*,/)! >e})<e if\\x\\F < S.
(3.5)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [February Examples of Gaussian r.l.f.'s over Hilbert space, to be given in §5 below, and the example given at the end of §2 above show that only the implications given in (3.5) hold in general. 4 . Decomposability and metric linear spaces. Let S be a topological linear space and L a linear map of S intoJ^Xö) for some measure space (O, Q). We call L decomposable if there is a map M from S into measurable functions on O such that the following two conditions hold:
(a) for each s in S, M(s)=L(s) almost surely, (b) for almost all cu, s M(s)(oj) is a continuous linear functional on S. It is easily seen that an r.l.f. is canonical if and only if it has at least one decomposable version, e.g. with 0 = 5".
The r.l.f. defined at the end of §2 is canonical. It has a version L defined for a probability space D. containing only one point, and such a version is not decomposable. Thus the hypotheses of metrizability and separability cannot simply both be dropped from the following result (in [24] , Theorem 2 is false). For any positive integer n, rational numbers au..., an, and w e Q., let (We take a definite value of L{x,)(w) for all cu. In general an equation such as L(x+y)=L(x)+L(y) holds only almost everywhere, the exceptional set depending on x and y.)
Let A be the countable domain of each La as just defined. Then A is dense in S, La is linear on A over the rational numbers, and for each y in A, La(y)=L(y) ((o) for almost all w.
For any positive integers / and r let Ajr be the set of all to such that for some x in A, d(0, x)< l/j and |Lra(x)| > I/'--Then for each fixed r since A is countable and L is canonical. Thus with probability 1, La is uniformly continuous on A and hence has a (unique) extension to an element La of S'. Since L is canonical, it is sequentially continuous, hence continuous since S is metrizable. Thus for each x in S, L(x)(w)=La(x) for almost all w. Letting M(x)(w) =La(x) we see that L is decomposable. Q.E.D.
The hypotheses on 5 in the above theorem are equivalent to the assumption that its topology has a countable base. This can be weakened; for example, S can be taken as a strict inductive limit of separable metric linear spaces. Let C map S (with its given topology) via the identity into the Hilbert space H which is the completion of 5 for B modulo {x : B(x, x)=0}. Then the ch.f. of the r.l.f. is given by 1) £eiUx) _ e-B(x,xV2 _ e -A(.x)(x)l2 _ g-||Cx||2/2_
C has an adjoint C* mapping H (identified with its own dual space) into Sa, and we have A = C*C.
In view of the implications in 3.5 above we can restrict ourselves to sequentially continuous r.l.f.'s in studying the other, stronger continuity conditions. We state first, with the above notations, a fact previously known to L. LeCam.
(6.2) The following are equivalent: (a) The (Gaussian) r.l.f is weakly continuous, (b) C is continuous and has finite-dimensional range, (c) A and B identify with an element of the algebraic tensor product S' (g) 5".
Proof, (a) => (b) is proved as 5.1(d). (c) means that we can write
A(x)(y) = B(x,y) = Jjf(x)gi{y) i = i for some finite n and/j, gt e S'. Since B is a semi-inner product we can take fi=gt.
This follows easily from (b). By 6.1 clearly (c) implies (a). Q.E.D. Then F is closed since if B(x, x) = c2, c> 1, then for all y in some neighborhood of x, B(x, y)>c and hence B(y, y)>l by the Schwartz inequality. Also F absorbs all bounded sets. Thus B is sequentially continuous, and continuous if S is metrizable, barreled or bornologic.
It is well known that a hypocontinuous bilinear functional need not be continuous. Not having found in the literature an example which is an inner product, I present one here. Let J be an uncountable set and let S be the space of all realvalued functions/on We shall now show that the latter statement, in particular "if," fails to be true for Banach spaces. (I do not know whether "only if" holds here.) Let S=c0. Let -ß({*n}> {yn\) = 2 xnynjn2. Then B is an inner product on c0 and defines an operator A from S into 5' = /! which is nuclear. However, the associated Gaussian r.l.f. is not canonical since if yn are independent Gaussian random variables with Eyn = 0 and Ey2=l/2n2 then 2 l^nH00 with probability 1 by the three-series theorem [19, p. 237] ; cf. [8, Proposition 6.6].
7. R.l.f.'s on /p from independent random variables. Throughout this section let Xn, n=l, 2,..., be independent equidistributed random variables over a probability space (Q, P) and If^p<oo. It is easy to see that ElX^ <co is sufficient for {fln} ~^ 2 QnXn to define a continuous r.l.f. over lt. We shall explore such situations further.
(7.1) Lemma. Suppose for all {an} in lp, the series^anXn converges in probability. Then the sum L{an} of the series defines a continuous r.l.f. over l".
Proof. L is a linear map of lp into !F(P). The partial sums of the series are continuous, so L is a Borel measurable homomorphism of a complete metric group into a metric group. Hence it is continuous (S. Banach [2, Theoreme 4, p. 23]).
Q.E.D.
We note that a series of independent real-valued random variables is convergent in probability if and only if it converges with probability 1 [19, Next we gather Thus for l^p^2, (I) implies that Fis weakly /?-finite and hence, for/>> 1, EX1
exists. Let an=l/n, so {an} e lp. Then by Series B, 2 bjn converges where 6n->£T1, so EX^O.
£|A'1|P < oo => F weakly p-finite => E^^'6 < oo 1 ^ n2rnlMl ^ 2.
Then {aj} e lv. For (a), Series A, 2 P{\%i\ ^ diverges; for (b), Series A: 2 ^(l^il ^ l/\an\)^M 2 \an\p<oo for some M>0. 
Thus (IV) => (I).
Let /? = 1 and assume (V). Convergence of Series A and C is proved just as for 1 <p < 2 above. Convergence of Series B follows directly from the latter clause of(V).
Conversely, assume (I). Lemma 7.3(a) and (b) for p= 1 then imply (V), and the proof of the theorem is complete.
One might ask whether the precise results in 7.2 generalize to other kinds of sequences of random variables such as orthogonal or strictly stationary ones. (III) => (I) fails for Xn identical and hence stationary. We shall also see that implications like (I) => (III) fail in these cases.
If the Yn are random variables with YmYn = 0 for m^n, then 2 ^nYn converges almost surely for every sequence {an}.
Let Xn be independent and equidistributed, EX1 = 0, and EXf<co. Let Y be independent of the Xn and Z"= YXn. Then {Z"} is a strictly stationary sequence such that 2 anZn converges with probability 1 for all {an} e l2, but we may have E\Z1\a = co for all a>0. Although one can define Hilbert-Schmidt operators on Banach spaces as a class including the nuclear operators, several workers had found that the statement above does not carry over to general Banach spaces. Here, answering a question of L. Schwartz, we show that it is not enough even for A to be nuclear. He and A. Badrikian have recently shown that it suffices for A to be only a little better than nuclear.
(8.1) Proposition. There exist a separable Banach space X, a nuclear operator A from X into itself, and a continuous linear map L from X into an ^(P) such that L° A is not decomposable.
Proof. We form the direct sum X=c0 © lx with norm IK}, Kill = IIK}|U+IIW«i.
Let A map c0 into lx by^( K}) = K/«(iog«)2}.
Letting ^ = 0 on Ij we obtain an operator from X into X which is clearly nuclear.
Let Yn be independent random variables over a probability space (Q, äS, P) with common probability distribution P the Cauchy density dP=dx/n(l+x2).
We define L: k-^&(P) by L(K}) = 2 vnYn. We extend L to X, letting L=0 on c0.
Theorem 7.2 implies that the series defining L converges in probability, since the Cauchy distribution is weakly 1-finite and symmetric. Now L is continuous from lx into (^(P), $~{P)) by 7.1. If L ° A were decomposable, then since the dual space of c0 is llt the series 2 I Yn\/n(log nf would converge with probability 1. This is false by the three-series theorem, Series B:
The proof is complete. If S, M and N are Banach spaces, A is nuclear from S to M, and B is bounded from M to N then clearly BA is nuclear from S to TV. The following is known and easy to prove. which is not included in the unit ball of L^Q, Q) for any QxP.
Proof. Since the conclusion is unaffected by measure isomorphisms we take (O, P) as constructed in the proof of 8. (8.6) Proposition. There exists a Banach space X, a decomposable map A from X into a space H=L2(S, v), and an isometry {unitary) U from H into a space L2(Ü, P), such that U ° A is not decomposable. Specifically we can take X=lu S=c0, v to be concentrated in a compact subset of S, and A the natural identification of /x with linear functional on c0.
Proof. Let yn be independent random variables where yn is uniformly distributed over the interval {y : \y\ ^ 31'8»-1'*}.
Then Eyn=0, Ey2 = n'112. The distribution of the sequence {yn} is a Borel measure v concentrated in a compact subset K of c0.
The natural map A is clearly decomposable. Let Z" be independent random variables over some probability space (Q, P) with P(Zn * 0)/2 = P(Zn = »««) = P(Zn = -n™) = 1/2«.
Then EZn=0, EZ2=n~1/2, and P(sup Zn = oo) = 1. Let t/(>'n)=Zn. Then U extends to a linear isometry of L2(S, v) into L2(Q, P), but clearly U ° A is not decomposable. Q.E.D.
Alternately we could let yn be independent Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variances «"1/a and obtain the same results except that v would not be concentrated in a compact set.
Examples like those in 8.6 have been known for some time to V. N. Sudakov and A. M. Versik but apparently not published in detail (see the sentence after the statement of Theorem 5 of [24] ). They pose the following question: given a topological linear space (S, 3") is there a topology °ll on S such that an r.l.f. on S is canonical for 3~ if and only if it is continuous for °W\ If (S, 3~) is a Hilbert (or countably-Hilbert) space, the answer is "yes," and % may be taken as the weakest topology for which all Hilbert-Schmidt operators are continuous from (S, °U) to (S, 3~) ( [14] , [22] ). L. Gross points out that °U may also be taken to be the stronger topology on S defined by all pseudo-norms which are "measurable" in his sense ([14, p. 28] , [8, Theorem 4.6, Proposition 6.7, and remarks after 6.9]).
Sudakov and Versik observe that if (S, 3~) is a Banach space, the topology W need not exist. For any r.l.f. with a version L there is a weakest topology 3~L for which it is continuous. Then (S, 3~L) is a topological linear space (not necessarily locally convex). If °U exists and L is decomposable, then 5~L<^%. Thus if M is continuous for 3TL it would be canonical. If L is Gaussian, then !TL is the inner product topology defined by the covariance of L. The proof of 8.6 above and the remark immediately following it with (S, ■?~) = l1 show that ^ does not exist on lu where M= U ° A. 9 . L" maps of Banach spaces. I learned the material presented through 9.4 below from lectures by A. Pietsch and L. Schwartz; its virtues may be assumed to be theirs and its faults, mine.
Definition. Let S and T be Banach spaces and let A be a linear map from S into T. Let l^p<oo and let q be the conjugate index p/{p-1), or oo if p = 1. We say A e LP=LP(S, T) if for all s in S Next we show that in one sense, 9.3 is best possible.
(9.5) Proposition. Let (O, P) be the unit interval with Lebesgue measure and H a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Then there is a map A belonging to LP(H, L^Q, P)) for allp>\ but which is not decomposable. Then for p > 1 so A 6 LP(H, L\0., P)). However, A is not decomposable because if gn =fn P-almost surely, and B: H-^-L1 is such that for each <peH, A(tp) = B(<p) P-almost surely, then for almost all x in ü, 10. Means and translates. Let S be a topological linear space and let (Sa, P) be an r.l.f. over S. We shall see that even if P is not canonical, certain elements of Sa naturally associated with P often are continuous, at least sequentially, on S.
Given xe5"we define the translate of P by x: let PX(A)=P(A -x),Ae @(Sa, S).
(Note that 38{Sa, S) is translation-invariant.) (10.1) Proposition. If the r.l.f. (Sa, P) over S is sequentially continuous and Px is not singular with respect to P then x is sequentially continuous on S.
Proof. Suppose sn -> 0 in S. Let Sn(y)=y(sn), y e Sa. Then Sn -> 0 in /"-probability. Hence Sn -> 0 in ^-probability on a set with positive /"^-probability, i.e. Sn(x) + Sn -> 0 in P-probability on a set with positive P-probability, and so do Sn(x), i.e. the constants x(sn) -> 0. Q.E.D.
The above proposition is closely related to [7, Theorem 1] . Sequential continuity implies continuity, i.e..* e S', if Sis metrizable or bornologic (see e.g. [5, Theorems 6.1 and 6.3]).
We shall call the r.l.f. (Sa, P) integrable if J \x(s)\ dP(x) < 00 for all s g S. Then M(j) = J x(s) dP(x) is a well-defined linear functional on 5, called the mean of P.
The following implies some results of Ahmad [1, Proposition 7] who makes the stronger assumptions that P is canonical and S a metrizable space or inductive limit thereof.
(10.2) Proposition. If S is barreled and (Sa, P) is a continuous, integrable r.l.f. over S, then the natural map of S into L\Sa, P) is continuous so the mean M is continuous.
Proof. Let B = {s : j \x(s)\ dP(x)^\}. Then B is convex, symmetric, and absorbing. Suppose sa e B and sa -> s. Then x(sa) -* x(s) in P-probability so there exist sets A with P(A) arbitrarily close to 1 and |a'(s)| dP(x)^l. This implies s e B, i.e. B is closed, hence a barrel and a neighborhood of 0. Q.E.D.
We call an r.l.f. (Sa, P) Gaussian if its ch.f. is of the form x(x) = eiy(x) ~ Q(*) where y e Sa and Q is a nonnegative definite quadratic form on S. Then P has mean y and P=Pf where has ch.f. e~°. Now if (Sa, P) is Gaussian and continuous (resp. sequentially continuous) then its mean y is likewise continuous (resp. sequentially continuous) with no special assumptions about S. 
Q.E.D.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. If x=0 on Sx T the result follows by taking a sequence of simple functions increasing up to x (cf. Haimos [16, Theorem A, p. 143, Theorem B, p. 147], putting the zero measure on T). In general we can let y = max (x, 0), z = -min (x, 0), /j=J" y dp,j=j z du, so g = h-j, being defined and finite if and only if both h and j are, so the result for y and z implies it for x. Q.E.D.
